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About This Content

From Paradox Development Studio’s original sci-fi title, Stellaris, comes the complete soundtrack composed by Andreas
Waldetoft including performances by the Brandenburg State Orchestra and Budapest Film Orchestra. With the full score from
the initial game, along with new tracks from expansion content such as Apocalypse, Distant Stars, and more, this soundtrack
contains a total of 51 tracks, with over four hours of music, fusing melodic orchestral performance with synthetic creations.

This soundtrack provides fans with a growing, living set of music, with more tracks to be added as Stellaris continues to expand
in the future.
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Shows up as "founders pack" in the Steam library. The only difference between this and the pre-release founder purchases is an
in-game animated profile avatar and the price.

So if you missed out on being a true founder with a .gif for an avatar, this has literally everything else they got - the animated
weapon skins and the M4A1 and L115A5 cosmetic variants. Multiple other permanent weapons and three characters as well. All
but the unique weapon skins are available in-game without buying the package, though they'll likely cost you more. Bit pricey,
costing more than a AAA game but if you do plan on playing LoS and have the money on hand I'd recommend picking it up to
save a lot of time grinding GP, as well as real money should you choose to purchase the individual items with gems in-game..
this game is neat and a bit addictive.. Wow. Just Wow. The graphics of this game is amazing, If you have the right computer to
play in Fantastic (Ultra) I haven't had a jumpscare like this before. if you would call it a jumpscare (while i was scratching my
eye) It's Got Puzzles but for me to say it's just a brain teaser. One thing annoyed me was that when you tryed to shot the guy in
the head. it goes threw him and not only that but takes 4-5hits to kill
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zdYs7r2_eW8
there's my first video, advise will be awsome veiwers!. This game has the potential to be really good, but as others have
mentioned, the developers appear to have the work ethic of a narcoleptic sloth.

While the batting is, at times, quite good, the ball will frequently pass right through your bat, and the distance hit often bears no
resemblance whatsoever to the force involved. At times, a defensive shot will race across the boundary, or balloon out for a six.

The leaderboard hasn't worked for months, and the developers are fully aware of this. Sadly they would rather sit back and
trouser the money rather than make even the most minor changes to their game.

This is essentially a product abandoned at beta stage. It isn't super expensive, but buying this is essentially funding the sort of
slacker developer who spends most of the day lying in bed getting high, while casually flipping an upraised middle finger at
their mug customers, in favour of actually doing some legitimate work to fix their buggy product, and providing consumers with
a reasonable level of quality.

I have mixed feelings over this game, as underneath the bugs and janky implementation, there is the basis of something good.
It's just a shame that the devs can't be arsed to finish what they started. If there is any justice in the afterlife, these indolent
wasters will be stripped naked, tied to an oversized wicket, and will face an eternity of neverending fast deliveries from Curtly
Ambrose, pre "one bouncer per over" rules.

Not recommended.. This game suffers from far too many faults.

The description given in the infographic under "About this game" is generous to a fault.

Here's a list of places the game falls short:

The music is corny, the sound effects are horrible

The controls are often confusing, leading you to constantly hit F1 to review them, which shows a help page which is also
confusing.

The flow of the game is poorly described. It took me a bit to figure out that the probe you are gathering with at the start isn't the
ship you will eventually design and iterate on.

The faction system makes no sense. The universe seems way too large to bother exploring and each system seems to be owned
by a faction. You gain and lose faction points extremely fast with different factions for doing different things. There seems to
be no benefit to the different factions? I'm not really sure what the whole point of the system was, it was poorly balanced and
seemed irrelevant in the end.

The 'storyline' was just a very short series of quests where I basically just ran around shooting things. Never felt threatened by
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the enemy, there was no sense of progression here, and nothing interesting.

Combat is too easy, just circle strafe, throw drones at them and they'll never hit you. Once you get enough drones you can kill
anything pretty much instantly. Even before you get drones just circle strafe and shoot. Hell, if you don't want to circle strafe,
just strap ~10 extra power and shield modules to your ship and you will be unkillable in that way.

Ship design is also poorly balanced and poorly explained. There's a life support\/power system that I think was supposed to
constrain big ship design, but really doesn't serve a purpose because you just throw on enough parts that everything is green and
you're good to go. Many of the parts have parameters that are not explained, and the numbers seem to make no sense. Often
there's one 'best part' which outshines other parts in every category, so you just strap a ton of those on your ship. Would have
been better if you had to balance things out instead of just throwing a bunch of parts together.

I really wanted to like this game, but the design is terrible on almost every level.
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Vandals is amazing! Great puzzles and nice atmosphere and soundtrack.. You won't be able to stop playing until you finish it =).
Great game!!!!. A good game but you should win more coins when gambling. This game makes me want to end my life yet i keep
playing it . i spent hours playing spy fox and others as a kid and i loved them! super nostalgic playing them now. !!!!!!!!DO NOT
BUY THIS GAME. IT IS BROKEN AND DOES NOT START!!!!!!

The game does not work. For a very small minority it does work but for the majority it does not, and im talking 99% of people. i
have looked everywhere for a fix, contacted support with no answer and im writing this to let people know its a waste of money.
Steam are conning you, they put this game on their store and it doesnt work. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED

UPDATE: It works for me, but not for some. some computers it works on, some it doesnt. i tried on my relatives nvidia computer,
didnt work. tried on my own amd radeon computer at home, it works.. small funny platformer where you walk jump shoot lots of
weapons and destroy everything on your way
play boy or a girl, throw grenades, make lorries explode, kill kombos of enemies -
game is extremely easy to play - if you are killed you don't have to start from a beginning, your progress is saved.
easy, lightweight, funny, cheap - what else is required for casual gameplay?
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